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The traditional method for making a prairie point edging requires individually cut squares of fabric that can be positioned in several ways to create a variety of edgings. There is another way, though, to make a prairie-point edge that is faster and easier, although there are fewer possibilities for variation. The technique begins with a continuous band of fabric. Because the prairie points are not made individually, they are evenly spaced and are always the same size.

The example shown here yields an edging with finished triangles about 1 ¾" high and 3 ½" wide along the base (an average size). We recommend that you make a sample edging in this size, then (if you like) vary the size when making the edging for a quilt.

Supplies needed:
- Matching or contrasting fabric
- Matching thread
- Rotary cutter and mat
- Basic Sewing Supplies (see Fact Sheet FL/ST/Construction 2007-101)

Fabric preparation:

Step #1
Measure around the quilt to determine the length needed for the Prairie Point edge.

\[
\text{Cut an 8" wide band of fabric the same length as one edge of your quilt plus about 6" extra. (If you are just making a sample to try out the technique, the band can be any convenient length.) The band can be one continuous, unseamed length, or it can be pieced from shorter strips.}
\]

Step #2
\[\text{Place the wrong sides together, fold the band in half lengthwise; press well.}\]

Step #3
\[\text{Working on the wrong side of the fabric and beginning at the bottom edge, mark off 4" segments. The 2"x4" section at the bottom of the left side and the same size segment at the top of the right-hand will be cut away. Any extra fabric that is not included in the 4" increments also will be cut off. The marked band will look like the diagram, except that there will be many more repeats. It makes no difference which side is longer, one side might have one more square than the other side.}\]
**Step #4**

✂️ Cut the squares on the marked lines from outer edges to the center fold line. Do not cut the center fold line.

**Step #5**

✂️ Working at the ironing board so that folds can be pressed as you proceed, turn the fabric face down and fold the points as follows:

a. Begin with Point #1. Place it nearest to you and make the first fold. Then turn the top corner down for the second fold.

b. Start with Point #2, and make the first fold. Now fold Point #1 across the bottom part of Point #2. Make the second fold of Point #2. Point #2 will enclose half of the base of Point #1. Put in place.

c. Make the first fold of Point #3. Now fold Points #. And #2 over and make the last fold on Point #3. Point #3 will enclose half of the base of Point #2. Pin in place.

d. Continue in this manner, alternating from side to side, until all points are folded and pinned, keeping pins on one side of work.

**Step #6**

✂️ Once the band has been folded and pinned, machine stitch about 1/8" from the base edge so the pins can be removed. Press the edging.
Step #7
✓ Repeat to make bands of prairie point edging for each side of the quilt.

Step #8
✓ Pin the edging in place on the right side of the quilt/pillow matching raw edges and folding the lining out of the way. Cut off extra whole points that fall beyond the quilt edge (do not cut through points). Ease in the edging to make it fit exactly. (The most extra length you will have to ease in will be 2"; that amount of easing along one side of the quilt probably will not be noticeable.

Step #9
✓ Sew through the prairie points, quilt/pillow top, and batting, taking a ¼" seam allowance. Trim batting close to stitching

Step #10
✓ When all four sides of the quilt have had prairie points sewn to the quilt/pillow top, fold the edging away from the quilt/pillow and hand sew the lining in place along the seam line on the back.

Two fabric continuous Prairie Points

Step #1:
✓ Cut 4-1/2" wide strips.

Step #2:
✓ On the wrong side, mark a line 1/2" from one long edge. Cut the strips with vertical lines every 4 inches (only down to the 1/2" line).

Step #3:
✓ Fold and press each section of the strip diagonally; wrong sides together. Then fold each section diagonally again
One of the fabrics will be folded in one direction; the other folded in the opposite direction.

Step #4:
✓ Weave and pin the two strips, wrong sides together. Baste zigzag the raw edges. Trim the band to 1/4" allowance.
Piped Prairie Points

Step # 1:
以人为例，将一个塞子条放在两块布条之间（使用一个固体的和一个印刷或条纹的），右面朝上，两个布条的边缘对齐。使用塞子脚或拉链脚，穿过布条和塞子条。将布条翻正。

以人为例，将两个塞子条布条一起折叠，边缘对齐。将塞子条的边缘缝到拉链线上。将塞子条和被子顶面放在一起，保持布条的边缘与被子的边缘对齐。用一个信封式的完成方法。http://www.kayewood.com/tips.html